
LION D’OR 

I-) COMPREHENSION 

1) Tortoise challenged Hare to a race. 

2) Hare trained hard because he wanted to win the race. 

3) TRUE ( Tortoise was happy and confident of himself). 

4) There were  four (4) tortoises in the race. 

5) The tortoise did not use a charm to win the race.  

The tortoise was tricky and much cleverer than the Hare. 

 

 

II-) VOCABULARY 

*Match the words in A  with its corresponding ones in B. 

1) Banana-→Fruit 

2) Student-→School 

3) Beer-→Drink 

4) Mule-→Animal 

*Derive nouns from these verbs : 

5) To believe→Belivence                      6) To punish→Punishment 

*Find an antonym to the underlined word in each sentence 

7) forget  → remember             8) Close→ Open 

III-) LANGUAGE AND USAGE 

*Use « what » « how » or « so » to complete these exclamations. 

1- The race was so fantastic.   2) What an intelligent man ! 

*Complete with correct question tags : 

3) Did it ?                4) Aren’t they ? 

 *Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense or form : 

5) If you told me the problem earlier, i could help you. 

6) Will they come to school again without doing their homework ? 

*Put the following sentences into reported speech : 

7) The girl said that her father would travel to Accra the month after. 

*Turn this sentences to activeor passive voice : 

8) Passive voice : →The race has been won by tortoise. 

9) Active voice :→The headmaster punished the lazy student. 

*Put the adjective in brackets into the correct form : 
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10) Mr Azuma is the tallest teacher in our school. 

 

IV-Writing 

Every morning, before going to school, i wake up at 4 AM, i revise my lessons. 

After revising my lessons for about 1hour, i brush my teeth. 

After brushing my teeth, i  go to fetch water in the tape. 

After fetching the water, i take some water and i wash the dishes. 

After that, i go to the bathroom and i take a bath then i prepare myself for school. 

At the end, my mother gives me the breakfast and i go to school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


